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Principal’s Message

7 Day Circuit Breaker Lockdown - Transfer to Remote Learning

I hope you are all coping well with the first day of the lockdown, and that you are all keeping safe and healthy.

To ensure our students experience continued learning through the 7 day lockdown period, we have provided a Remote

Learning Program for Monday 31st May to Thursday 2nd June. This includes:

● Home Learning Grids: children can select activities they wish to complete

● Live Morning Meetings: from Tuesday to Thursday, students will meet online with their classroom teacher and grade,

to take the morning attendance roll, check in, socialise, discuss learning tasks. This is an opportunity for the students

to connect with each other, and also an opportunity for the teacher to monitor how the children are going in the

remote learning mode.

Grade P-3 grades will be using SeeSaw as their main learning platform, with WebEx for their Live Morning Meetings.

Grade 4-6 grades will be using Google Classroom as their main learning platform, with Google Meet for their Live Morning

Meetings.

Live Morning Meetings will be at the following times on Tuesday 31st, Wednesday 1st and Thursday 2nd:

P/1L and P/1W 9:00am-9:15am 2/3S and 2/3V 9:15am-9:30am 4/5C and 5/6C 9:30am-9:45am

If you have any issues with logging on, etc, please contact your classroom teacher on the following email addresses:

may.oya@education.vic.gov.au

ivy.leach@education.vic.gov.au

krystal.sarraf@education.vic.gov.au

michael.voulgarellis@education.vic.gov.au

john.carr2@education.vic.gov.au

emily.cinar@education.vic.gov.au

As always, if you have any other queries, please contact Mark Catterson or myself on:

mark.catterson@education.vic.gov.au

natalie.vulic@education.vic.gov.au

National Sorry Day

This week, Dinjerra recognised and acknowledged Sorry Day, as a day of remembrance and commemoration held to highlight

the impact of past policies of forcible removal on the Stolen Generations, their families, and communities. It is very important

that our children learn about the history of Stolen Generations and the terrible impacts such practices had on Aboriginal

peoples' lives. The Anniversary of the Apology and Sorry Day are days that are critical in the journey of healing for Stolen

Generations and should be recognised.

As you know, we come from a wide variety of cultural backgrounds at Dinjerra, and many of our community members or their

families have experienced different forms of trauma. As the leader of the school, it is important for us to acknowledge the

history and journey for all of our families, and their ancestors. We would like to respectfully acknowledge the Indigenous

members of our community, and commemorate the Stolen Generations, their families and communities, celebrating their

strength and survival. We hope to share in the process of healing and reconciliation.
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A message from the Assistant Principal - Mr. Catterson

DOING MATHS TOGETHER AT HOME

Talking About Mathematics

It is important for children to develop specific language skills related to maths. Visits to the playground, or helping at home, provide rich

and meaningful opportunities to help develop these skills. It might take time for your child to use these terms and language effectively, but

exposure to this mathematical talk is a strong support for future learning.

Some activities to develop mathematical language:

● Use specific terms when asking for items. For example, ask your child to get the ‘one   litre’

milk bottle from the fridge, or the ‘one kilo’ bag of flour from the cupboard.

● When cooking, talk about different measurements used, such as teaspoons, millilitres, litres,

and cups. Discuss ideas about empty and full.

● As you walk, talk and play together describe your child’s movements as they climb ‘over’ the

fence, slide ‘between’ the poles, and swing ‘under’ the monkey bars. This helps your child

understand language related to spatial awareness.

● Sorting activities support your child to understand concepts such as ‘same’ and ‘different’.

Use recycling as an opportunity to sort items to place in the rubbish.For example, paper,

plastic, food waste and general waste.

Counting

Counting is one of the first experiences of maths for young children. Learning to say numbers often begins with a favourite song or rhyme

and the repetition of the number names. Children will often say the numbers before they visually recognise and identify individual numbers.

Here are some activities and tips to engage your child with counting:

Listen for the counting sequence in these songs and rhymes, which can all be found on www.youtube.com:

○ Five Little Ducks

○ Ten in the Bed

○ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, Once I Caught a FishAlive

○ Ten Green Bottles

○ Five Little Monkeys

○ 1, 2, Buckle My Shoe

● Children will begin by counting all objects in a group, for example fingers and toes, the buttons on their clothes, steps to the

house, or their toys.

● As children move on to counting a set of objects, they begin to link each object with one number. In the beginning, encourage

your child to touch each object as they say the matching number.

● When beginning to count a group of objects, children may need to arrange the objects in a line to help them count. Later they will

be able to start counting from any object without arranging the objects.

● Once your child is confident, use different numbers as the starting point for practising counting. For example, start counting from 6

or 10. Ask your child to count forwards and backwards. Ask what number comes before, or what number comes after, a given

number.

Taken from the Department of Education and Training – Literacy and numeracy Tips
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Top tips to create a reader-friendly home.

A child's success as a reader begins much earlier than their first day of school. A love of reading begins in the home. Here are

some tips for you to share with parents on encouraging reading at home.

Top Tips

Create a special reading space

Creating an inviting space to read at home can be easy, fun and cost effective. Pick a quiet corner in your home, the cosier the better. Fill

the nook with blankets, pillows and good lighting. Let the kids help decorate it, it can be a fun family activity.

Read in front of your kids

Lead by example. It's very important for children to see adults reading.Pick up a book when you can. Talk to your children about something

interesting you've read. Actions speak louder than words.

Make a wish list

Encourage your children to update their reading wish list often. Having a list handy can be helpful when family and friends need some gift

inspiration. Also, it will help decrease the amount of unwanted and unused books in your house.

Host a book swap party

Have your friends and family around to bring their used books or unwanted presents for a book swap party. This is a great way to save

money on new reading material for your little ones. It's also an easy way to shift books out of your home to make way for new ones!

Diversify the reading material

Try to include as much seasonal and diverse reading material as possible.Broaden your child's horizons with books based on different

cultures. It's also a good idea to try have books or magazines based on topics they're learning in school.

More information below:

https://www.education.vic.gov.au/school/teachers/classrooms/Pages/resourcesprctoptips.aspx

https://www.education.vic.gov.au/school/teachers/classrooms/Pages/resourcesprctoptips.aspx


Prep/One Learning

Reading Responses:

The children in the Prep/One area have been discovering different ways to respond to texts we read during ‘Shared Reading’.

Shared Reading takes place every morning. The big book is carefully selected to teach particular comprehension strategies,

vocabulary, decoding strategies, problem solving and for enjoyment. The children actively engage with the text by reading

along with the teacher, sometimes we act out the story.

Please see below examples of how the children have responded in writing and pictures to show their understandings of the

text:

Our Author Visit: Emma Bowd

Emma Bowd, an internationally published author visited our Prep/One’s classroom this week to

share her love of writing and reading. She read her new published book to us called Wonderful

Shoes, the Illustrations by Tania McCartney. Some children got to try on some special shoes that

went along with the story. The other children chanted the words from Emma’s book. Emma gave the

Prep children a signed copy of her book along with copies of the book for our class library and for

the school Library. The children asked some great questions and were very interested. All the

children loved reading her story. Thank you to the Ardoch Foundation for organising a wonderful

event. Below you will find the URL for Emma Bowd’s website if you would like to find out more.

https://emmabowd.com/

https://emmabowd.com/


2/3 Learning

What a busy and exciting 2 weeks we have had in the 2/3 area. On Friday the 14th of May, the 2/3 students visited Sea Life at

the Melbourne Aquarium. We walked to Tottenham station and caught the train to Flinders St station (this was an exciting

adventure in itself). We had a great day at the aquarium beginning our Inquiry on life cycles. A big thank you to Ms Suni, Mr

Catterson and Sue Marmo for coming along and being a big help for the day.

On Monday the 17th of May, we had some egg-citing arrivals in the classroom. 19 chicken eggs from Living Eggs were

delivered. We have watched the eggs hatch into chicks, their down turn into feathers and grow into chickens. We have cared for

the chicks and learned how they need food, water, warmth and shelter to stay alive. It has been an exciting experience for the

2/3 cohort and Dinjerra Primary school, with lots of visitors each morning from different grades to check on the chickens. The

chickens have prompted lots of thinking and writing.

Writing by

Paridi (2/3S) and

Sebastian-Troy (2/3S)



4/5/6 Learning
In the 4/5/6 Learning area we have been excited about the launch of our Inquiry into Living Things. As a part of our learning,
we are conducting an experiment on the effect that water and sunlight have on lettuce seedlings. Plant A gets sunlight and
water, Plant B gets only sunlight, Plant C gets water and no sunlight, and Plant D gets no sunlight or water. We have made

predictions about what will happen and there have already been a few surprises! The students are currently considering why
some of their predictions have not been accurate and have also started connecting their understanding of plants to their own

needs as people. Watch this space!

Literacy & Numeracy
Our Reading and Writing programs have been closely linked as we explore the features of nonfiction texts in our Reading,

which is supporting us as we begin understanding the purpose and structure of Explanation texts. We have found a number of
engaging mentor texts which link perfectly with our Inquiry, and our classes will be eventually using Explanation writing as a

way of demonstrating their understanding of Living Things.

In Numeracy we have been focused on the area of Probability and Statistics, as it has linked in well with our Inquiry. We have
used the language of probability to support our predictions about our plant experiment and then we have been exploring the

temperature and rainfall in different parts of Australia during the last year, trying to understand the data story that the numbers
tell and considering the impact temperature and rainfall has on living things in this country.

School Photo Day!
Finally, we were very lucky to squeeze in this year’s school photo day before lockdown! It’s always a lot of fun, a little bit of
chaos and importantly a wonderful record for students and families to keep in the years to come! Anyway...here’s a sneak

peak!


